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The Comment 
A lady Bears basketball player dribbling circles on the 
court a Debra Willis) ... 
What is Project S.P.I.R.I. T.? 
What does it stand for? 
By Angela Comacchioli 
Comment staff 
Project S.P.I.R.I.T. You've 
seen the signs in your dorm and 
are wondering what's it all about. 
Project S.P.I.R.I.T. is being 
organized through the Residence 
. Hail Council. 
The Residence Hall Council is 
building hall community 
through Project S.P.I.R.I.T. 
Project S.P.I.R.I.T. is a creative 
program that will involve a 
variety of student leaders and a 
number of programs throughout 
the month of February. In order 
for the program to be successful 
the dorm students are highly 
tmcouraged to participate and be 
involved. 
For those unfamilair with The 
Residence Hall Council they are 
a group of ~esidence students who 
represent the basic unit of 
residence hall government. The 
Residence Hall Council helps 
with student's living 
environment, overall residence 
community, and is involved in 
residence hall programming and 
activities. 
The Project S.P.I.R.I.T. 
campaign will unveil February 
1st at Shea-Durgin HaU at 8:00 
pm in Lounge 2. If you are still 
wondering what Project 
S.P.I.R.I.T. stands for the 
members of the Residence Hall 
Council won't say. However, 
keep watching for signs in all the 
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Fee increase causes students 
to dig deeper into pockets 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
All full-time Bridgewater State 
College students will be 
receiving a bill for an additional 
$125 for the spring semester. 
The college's board of trustees 
passed the action by a vote of 6 
to 2. The bills are due to be 
mailed out on Feb. 1. 
The college had to sustain a 
cut of approximately $642,000 
for the spring semster. In order to 
compensate for this financial 
loss, retiring and part time 
officials and staff were not 
rehired. According to Vice 
President of Financial Affairs 
Joseph Chiccarelli, "this cut 
represents another 3% from our 
fiscal budget" 
Chiccarelli also said that the 
$125 fee hike, which is a 57% 
increase over the current student 
\ '. ·', ', ·t' 
estimated $500,000, to help 
make up for the state cuts. The 
Board set the fee at $125, an 
increase of what Chiccarelli 
originally asked for, since the 
Student Government Association 
blocked the administration from 
raking money from its trust fund. 
One of the results of the 
cutbacks is loss of course 
sections offered. F. Scott Longo, 
student representative on the 
board of trustees said, "over 45 
Concerning the board of 
trustees, Longo said that he feels 
the board had to make this raise 
in the fee to off set the financial 
loss. He does not believe, 
however, that the state should ask 
'' I fear that the students will be asked by the state to 
make up the difference again, next year." 
_ F. Scott Longo _ 
Student Trustee 
courses were lost. That is 60 less 
than last year." The college also 
did not allow 38 students back 
this year. 
"One year ago September, 262 
students were not allowed back," 
said Longo. "One year ago 
spring, that figure had risen up to 
300.'' Longo feels that the cuts 
students. . 
Longo also feels it is time the 
students take a stand. "I fear that 
the students will be asked by the 
state to make up the . difference 
again, next year.".Longo said that 
he voted against the increase. 
for such a request any more. "It is 
the state's responsibility11 to 
make up the difference. Longo 
also said that it is time the state 
viewed higher education as a 
positive aspect in their budget, 
and not as a burden. 
The Student Government 
Association will be holding a 
, 
at 6 p.m. in the council chambers 
on the third floor of the Campus 
Center. The purpose of this 
meeting will be to. discuss what 
could be done about the fee 
increases, and to gather. student 
opinion on the subject. 
Increased security found ar dorm entrances 
Hands tamping is the new criteria for entering any residence hall 
By David Flannery 
Comment staff 
To increase the amount of 
security in the residence halls 
here at Bridgewater State College, 
several new steps have been taken 
in the area of gaining entrance at 
the residence halls during the 
evening hours. · 
The new system is what 
Assistant Director of Housing, 
Timothy Millerick feels will put 
a stop to unnecessary 
confrontations between residence 
hall staff and non-residents . or 
guests. 
The new system affects the 
Shea-Durgin residence hall in 
particular. The system at the 
Great Hill calls for the locking of 
the main entrance after 6 p.m. at 
which time residents and guests 
will have to enter through the left 
side door which leads into a 
former stu4y lounge that yvill 
now hold a desk for guests to be 
checked in. Residents entering 
after 6 p.m. may be asked to 
show some identification and the 
special sticker attached to their 
student identification card 
indicating that the person is, in 
fact, a resident. 
As for guests being checked in, 
they must first stop at the new 
desk and have the resident they 
wish to visit paged. The resident 
cont. onp. 3 
Wilson leads public info group 
By Bi Ward 
Comment staff 
As a result of the Common-
wealth's budget dilemma, a 
public infonnation campaign by 
Massachusetts' nine state colleges 
is. being planned. The Council of 
Presidents of the State Colleges 
has appointed Dr. William 
O'Neil, President o:f. the 
Massacusetts College of Art in 
Boston, to oversee the campaign 
effort and Bridgewater State 
College's own David Wilson, 
Director of Public Affairs, to 
become overall coordinator of the 
effort. 
The campaign will be designed 
to raise awareness among the 
people and legislature of· the 
many educational, economic, and 
cultural contributions that the 
nine state colleges make to the 
well-being of the 
Commonwealth. The Council of 
Presidents is reportedly anxious 
to supporf this campaign which 
they hope will serve to highlight 
the unique and significant 
strengths and accomplishments of 
the nine campuses. The planners 
hope to show the colleges to be 
critically important resources 
well-deserving of continued and 
strengthened support of the 
. Commonwealth's citizens and 
Jawmakers. 
This is not the first time that 
Wilson has been involvvd in such 
an . information campaign. 
"Several times in the past fifteen 
years we have been involved in 
similiar efforts, If Wilson 
cont. on p. 4 · 











Bridgewater's professor Domingo 
speaks out against Africa's Apartheid 
ByEdWard 
Comment staff 
"I was invited here to speak 
about South Africa because I 
teach geography. But also, 
because I am a South African,., 
explained Dr. Vernon Domingo 
of the Bridgewater S~te College 
Earth Science and Geography 
Department. Domingo's lecture 
Tuesday night concerned the 
problems facing post-apartheid 
South Africa. 
Domingo maintains that it is 
important to consider in which 
direction South Africa will be 
heading. He believes that events 
will lead to the ultimate demise 
of apartheid~ a system in which a 
small white minority holds total 
political and economic power 
over a large black and "colored" 
minority. Therefore Domingo 
feels it is important to consider 
what will occur the day after the 
proverbial palace gates are thrown 
open and apartheid is abolished; a 
day he believes will come 
sometime within the next 20 to 
25 years. 
Although his lecture 
concentrated more on the future 
of post-apartheid South Africa 
and the problems it will face, he 
did spend a great deal of time 
explaining and conveying some 
of the important problems facing 
South Africa today. 
.. South Africa," Domingo 
explained, "has the most severe 
form of racial repression in the 
world ..• and ·the apartheid system 
penetrates every aspect. of life. n 
To illustrate, he mentioned that, 
"Were this South Africa, I would 
not be allowed to teach here at 
BSC. Nor would I be allowed to 
· live in the house I live in and my 
son would not be allowed to 
attend the school down the 
street" 
Domingo. theri spoke about his 
education in South Africa and 
some of the problems he 
encountered during the 25 years 
he lived, classified as "colored," 
in South Africa. . The current 
system of education is designed 
to preserve and· perpetuate the 
system of apartheid; allowing 
some to be educated separated 
from other minorities as well as 
from whites if they are considered 
politically "safe." 
Domingo believes that the 
solution in South Africa will 
ultimately be both violent and 
non-violent He believes that the 
country will eventually grow 
even more polarized. "We have 
tried for over 50 years 
non-violently, but now the 
struggle has entered a new stage," 
stated Domingo. He added that 
"Apartheid will not be reformed, 
but overthrown and replaced. 11 
What will replace apartheid 
concerns Domingo the most He 
assumed that the solution will 
come from South Africans , 
themselves. Groups like the · 
African National Congress are 
already trying to plan a system 
that will provide a better life for 
all South Africans. 
The solution will not be an 
easy or quick one, Domingo said. 
He pointed out more that a few of 
the many problems that will face 
South Africa after apartheid. The · 
country will need not only 
cont. onp.3 




Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession'? 
You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech, 
language and hearing disorders. 
Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University offers .. 
two exciting master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology 
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both 
programs are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing 
Association. 
You '11 have the opportunity to gain praetical experience in 
our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include 
clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions. 
Graduate assistantships and otherfinandal aid are available. 
Call (617) 437"."2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve 
College of Human Professions, 10() Doekser Hall, Northeastern University, 





·An equal opportunity·affirmative 
al·tion unin~rnity. 
AIDS Awareness P~ogram Established 
Bridgewater State College has announced that Barbara 
Swartz has become a student intern at Health Services. 
She will be in charge of establishing a campus-wide 
AIDS Policy and Task Force. 
Swartz is asking any student, faculty, or staff member 
interested in joining her committees, or has any 
questions concerning the topic of AIDS, to contact her 
through the Health Services Department. The number is 
697-1200, ext. 1252. 
International Exchanges Announced 
The Office of International Student Affairs is now 
accepting applications for a variety of exchanges to 
foreign countries. 
Hannah Cracower, the CI of the Office of International· 
Affairs, stated that there are over 10 universities and 
colleges in which students may partake in the exchange. 
The list of countries includes Canada, West Germany, 
and China. 
The universities in Canada are Arcadia University, in 
Nova Scotia, Bishops University, Concordia University, 
and McGill University in Quebec. These universities 
have courses which are taught in English. 
There are, also, four universities which teach courses 
in French. They are Universite Laval, Universite du 
Montreal, Universite Quebec, and Universite de 
Sherbrooke. These four are also in Quebec. 
One exchange· is in Europe, at the Oldenburg 
University, in West Germany: These courses are taught 
in German. 
There is, also, the Shanxi Teacher's University 
exchange in China. Cracower said that the exchanges 
may be one or two semesters in duration, depending 
upon the individual exchange. 
Cracower also stated that tile d~~~.J9~ a;QP1ic&tj,9Jl§.".,. .. 
to be submitted is Feoruary 17. 1gg-9_ Tne application 
forms may be picked up at the Office of International 
Student Affairs, in Boyden Hall, across from the Office 
of Student Services. 
Concert and Art Exhibit to Be Held 
The public is invited to a free concert and art exhibit 
which will be held on Thursday, February 2, at 
Bridgewater State College. This event will be held in the 
Clement C. Maxwell Library. 
The concert, to be held in the library lecture hall, will 
feature two original musical .compositions by Professor 
Henry Santos. Santos is a member of the BSC music 
faculty. He will be accompanied by the United Brass 
Quintet The two compositions he composed are "Psalm 
LXN," which is a choral piece, and "Leola." 
Santos' program will be followed by a reception in the 
Heritage Room, where the artistic works of John 
Manship will be shown. Manship's exhibit will be on 
display until March 3. 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
0 Gadl ... Not these Indians again!"' 
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New residence hall 
security system · 
cont.from p. i 
must then have their guest leave 
infonnation at the desk which is 
also put on a pass in which the 
guests must be in possession of 
. throughout their visit. Also,. a 
stamp will be. placed on the 
guest's hand so that residence 
hall staff can clearly see whether 
or not the person is a registered 
guest. 
The new stamp system 
eliminates the need for guests to 
relinquish their student 
identification cards or drivers 
licenses at the front desk. Not 
only does Millerick feel that this 
will eliminate lost identification 
cards, but it will also end the 
I need to walk unknown people to 
the front desk , a situation he and 
staff members often find 
confrontational. 
The systems at the other 
residence halls are currently 
somewhat more simplistic since 
the number of residents at Scott 
Hall, Pope Hall, and Woodward 
Hall is far fewer than that of 
Shea-Durgin. 
Brian Alford, no guest is required 
to leave a name at the front desk, 
but those working at the front 
desk keep track of the number of 
guests and the room number they 
proceed to. Guests do recieve a 
hand stamp, but are not required 
to carry a pass. 
Alford attributes the lighter 
security of Scott Hall compared 
to tighter security at Shea-Durgin 
to the familiarity of the residents 
and their frequent guests. The 
m3.in door entrance at Scott Hall 
is locked at 8 p.m. 
Security at Pope Hall calls for 
·guests after 6 p.m. to page those 
they are visiting so that they too 
can be escorted, this has been the 
procedure iii the past. In addition, 
the hand stamping process is now 
used at Pope Hall. Around the 
building, the side doors are locked 
after 6 p.m. and are hooked to an 
alarm system. At 11 p.m. the 
front door is locked and security 
at the front desk lasts until 2 
a.m. 
Focusing in on Boyden- Most members of the campus never have the chance to look at 
Boyden in such a way. This is how it is viewed from the Art building. (Photo by Debra Willis). 
At Scott Hall, guests must 
have the resident they are visiting 
paged so that they can be escorted 
to the resident's room. Although, 
according to Resident Director 
· Millerick said that the 
increased security measures are 
the result of past experience as 
well as from observance of how 
other colleges handle Lhe security 
in their residence halls. Lecture on Apartheid 
o g - · n o · · S"" nc as · 
those outlined in ·the South 
African Freedom Charter, adopted 
in 1955. This charter states that 
South Africa should belong to all 
who live within it no matter 
what color and should provide 
for a non-racial democratic 
society. 
Domingo did not speak highly 
of the U.S. government's 
position on South Africa and is 
disheartened to see the issue fade 
back," emphasizCd Don:llngo .. He 
encouraged people to force the. 
networks to return the issue to 
the air by getting involved 
through organization such as 
South Africa Now. The struggle 
in South Africa in important, 
stated Domingo "because it ~aces 
the world with the last bastion of 




: ; /;//.,At the Catholic Center 
Wednesday Eves.: 6:15 - 7:30 
'Contact Fr. Bob or Sr. Jo-ann 
TANNING SPECIAL 
Offered for a limit~d time only* 
DXD YOU HAVE A WHXTE 
CHRISTMAS? 
10 VISITS FOR $34.95 
(REGULAR 7 VISITS) 
17 VISITS FOR $59.95 
(REGULAR 12 VISITS) 
"Where Friendly Fitness Takes Shape" 
IMONTH &lWEEKTAN 
ALL YOU CAN $80.00 
(REGULAR 1 MONIH) 
I 
,, __ ;-:-···-;.· 
697~7443 
10 CENTRAL SQUARE 
BRIDGEWATER, MA. 02324 
• ·-~ .~ ~ ¥ •:·""~~. ··.::~~~,;;,:·. %r~~~\~M-~~~-· · .. ·~·· ~: ~~.\i' ··'i':~l~~·- • . :.:~ .. ~ .. ,r.r:W:t~-Q .. ~~i' r~.,.~~~ •. .,;;-5J,.;,;;;,~~,~ ... w. ' ·~ .... ~~<. ~~~-'-~·. '' ·. ' ' ·~~ 
· ... and you'll say yes to $8-9 an hour to start, with a 
part time job at United Parcel Service! _ 
UPS.has Package Handler openings now, with hours 
to fityour busy schedule. You'll say yes to these 
benefits as well! 
• $8·9/hour to start -
• steady part time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your 
schedule 
• full time benefits for part time work 
• chance for advancement for men and women 
alike 
• get paid to get into shape 
• no experience needed 
• and mo.re! · 
Contact your Student Employment office or for more 
information about other shifts call (617) 762·9911. 
United Parcel Service has facilities in Norwood, 
Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore 
and Warwick, RI. 
I ·ffi I 
~ Un1t:~u~!~:!.~::v1ce 
Always an Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Wilson promotes higher education 
cont.fromp.1 
explained. He stated further, 
"During Governor Dukakis' first 
term in office, for example, a 
crisis in the f uncling occured and 
we responded by organizing an 
information campaign. Later, 
during the administration of 
Governor King, when there was a 
direct threat of level funding of 
the state college budgets, the 
state colleges again joined forces 
to launch a vigorous public 
information campaign. This 
time we have an immediate 
budget crises that appears will 
linger next year and perhaps 
beyond that, so the public 
information directors at each 
campus are preparing both 
short-term and long-term 
strategies." 
Wilson's current plans include 
making individual contacts with 
state legislators and the 
development of an informational 
exhibit at the State House. He is 
also investigating ways to 
encourage support fro~ students, 
faculty, staff and alumni. 
The message he hopes to 
convey is "that thousands of 
Massachusetts citizens benefit 
enormously from the quality 
education which is accessable and 
affordable from Massachusetts 
State Colleges. The 
Commonwealth cannot risk 
hurting its own future by failing 
to provide the adequate resources 
to ensure that the state colleges 
will be able to perform their 
mission effectively." 
Amnesty International raises the college's awareness 
Amnesty International is a 
worldwide organization whose 
goals are to help free prisoners of 
conscience and to fight for and 
protect human rights. 
Amnesty International has 
received reports that Zohreh 
Ghaeni may be in danger of 
execution. She. is the wife of 
Kiumars Zarshenas, who was the 
subject of Urgent Action appeals 
from 1985 onwards, and who was 
executed last year. She was 
sentenced to eight years' 
imprisonment in 1983 or 1984, 
and recent information indicates , 
that she is held in isolation in 
Tehran's Evin Prison. 
Actions recommended by 
Amnesty International include · 
telexes, telegrams, and airmail : 
letters urging that any death 
sentence passed on Zohreh 
Ghaeni be commuted, and all 
executions in Iran be brought to 
an immediate halt. 
Important note: do not · 
mention the People's Fedaiyan 
Organization (majority) in your 
appeals, some of which should be 
in a personal or professional 
capacity. 
Anyone interested in writing 
letters on behalf of Zohreh 
Ghaeni, or other prisoners, can 
receive information from 
Amnesty International's ·campus 
representatives at the office of Dr. 
Domingo, room 216 in the 
science building. The Bridgewater 
State group meets eyery. Monday 
at 2 p.m. in the science building 
in room 207. Amnesty 
International will have tables 
outside the bookstore on 
Thursday, Feb. 2. 
Bridgewater theater in New England competition 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
Bridgewater State College 
students will perfonn one of their 
productions at the American 
, , -·::.r'heater Festival. The group will 
perform a circus version of 
Shakespeare's A Comedy of 
Errors at the New England 
Regional Festival, in Providence. 
This event will run from Jan. 28 
to Jan.31. 
Bridgewater was the ·only 
school from Massachu~etts to be 
chosen to perform on the; 
competitive region.al level. 
Overall, 82 schools.·. from the , 
New England area were entered in .·. 
the competition. , 
Five colleges will compete on 
this level. The colleges are Bates 
College, Maine; Middlebury 
College, Vermont; New England 
College, New Hampshire; the 
University of Rhode Island; and 
Bridgewater State. 
In addition to the group , 
competition, three BSC students 
will be competing for the Irene 
Ryan Acting Scholarship. They 
are Laurie Andruk, for Grease; 
Jim Curtain, for A Comedy of 
Errors; .and Laurie Lapides, for A 
StreetcarNamedDesire. 
Dr. Suzanne Ramczyk, director 
of A Comedy of Errors, said that 
all the productions at the festival 
. are the 11best of the state of the art for academic theater." 
She also said that the group is 
excited to be participating in this 
festival. "This is one of the most 
important honors that can be 
bestowed on academic theater," 
Ramczyk said. 
Adrian Tinsley, the 
newly-chosen president of BSC, 
wrote a letter to Ramczyk and the 
group,,.~cori!;ratlllating ·them,,. arid\· .,. ·~ 
stating that ·"they should be very 
proud of the quality of the theatre 
majors at Bridgawater." 
The regional festival 
production is judged by a panel of 
three judges selected by the 
ACTF national committee and 
the John F. Kennedy Center for 
the Performing Arts. Six to eight 
of the best productions will be 
selected · to be shown at the 
national ptoduction in the spring. 
The spring festival, however, is 
non-competitive. 
Bridgewater will perform· on 
Monda.y,Jan. 30 at8:30 pm. 
An education for those who can~t look the, other way. 
If you gain satisfaction 
from reaching out and 
helping others, Northeast-
ern University has a special 
place for you. At Boston-
Bouve College of Human. 
Development Professions 
you can learn to assist 
others realize their full 
. potential. 
Most of our programs are 
offered on a part-time and 
full-time basis and combine 
classroom theory with· 
practical, hands-on 
experience. 
Call (617) 437-2708 or write 
to us at 106 Dockser Hall, 
Northeastern University, 
, Boston, MA 02115; 
Master of Education 
Programs 
· · • Counseling 
•Consulting Teacher of 
Reading 
• Curriculum and 
Instruction 




• Special Education 
Master of Science 
Programs 
•Counseling Psychology 
• Exercise Sciences 
Athletic Training 
Biomechahics 
Clinical Exercise Physiology 
• Physical Education · 










• Elementary & Secondary . " Northeastem 
School Teacher Preparation 1a University 
• Special Education 
. 
An equal opportunity/affumative l 
action university. 
Here & There 
INTERNATIONAL=============== 
London questions Guardian Angels 
The New York based group The Guardian Angels 
arrived in London, with four members, to train over 20 
volunteers who will patrol London subways. A crowd, 
which was in the terminal when they arrived, however, 
was not pleased by the group's presence. The four 
members were detained for over seven hours by British 
officials at London's Gatwick Airport. 
Finally, the Home Office said that Guardian Angels 
could stay for a six month period, as long as they obeyed 
the law. 
Many people did not approve of the Angels appearance 
there, however. According to Home Secretary Douglas 
Hurd "we already have numerous ways in which the. 
active citizen can help the police fight crime." He also. 
said that they should build on that idea, and not introduce 
a new one, like the Angels. 
Salvador peace talks 
On Tuesday, Salvadoran rebels offered to take part in 
elections, but this request was rejected by the ruling Christian Democratic Party's presidential candidate Fidel 
Chavez Mena~ "Voting past March 31 would be 
unconstitutional," said Mena. 
Earlier in the week, when the proposal came out, 
Salvadorans has speculated about the possibility of peace in the nation. But with the rejection of the rebel's offer, 
such talks have subsided. 
NATIONAL========== 
q~'.~r!:~~1~1~.1~t,,~t~~de over Senate 
Vice President Dan Quayle has decided that he will not· 
use a large amount of his time presiding .over the: Se.nate. Quayle had originally planned to use his constitutional 
power to be "an instrument of power" as Senate 
President. 
. His decision to back out avoids a showdown with the Senate~s Democratic majority. Se?ator Robe~ Byr~ .o~ West Virginia.warned Quay le that 1t would be unpohtrc for Quayle;to.c:tssume the active role in the Senate that he 
had been.seeking. 
Fighting to stop unfair trade rules 
The Senate Commerce Committee has announced that 
they will mike more of an attempt to crack down on 
unfair foreign trade practi,ces, provided that Robert 
Mosbacher is confirmed as Commerece secretary. · 
Former Democratic Vice Presidential nominee, and 
Texan Senator Lloyd Bentsen stated that "he 
· (Mosbacher) has the spirit and the smarts to be a very 
able secretary of Commerce .. ''. 
LOCAL=====================_=_. 
Shopping mall topic addressed 
A proposal has beem made .to build a shopping mall-
office comple~ on a 142 acre sight on Route 104 in Bridgewater~ 
'· Possible developer's plans. which would also be part 
of the proposal, involve the building of three new access, 
roads into ·the project, and widening Route 104. This, hopef~lly, would put at ease the minds of townspeople 
who fear the project would create problems for the town . 
Theodore Tye of the National Development 
Association and William McCabe of New England 
Development, Inc. are the developers ·who presented 
their plans to the· town .. Currently, land is being bought 
up along Route 104 for widening. · 
~~~?.;~!,;,;~.;ye said that they do not anticipate too I 
Theta Chi: the newest 
Bridgewater State fraternity 
Ttieta Chi is the newest natiortal 
fraternity on campus. Theta Chi was 
founded in 1856 at Norwich University 
in Vermont by Arthur Chase and 
Frederick Norton Freeman. Chase and 
Freeman originally. belonged to a 
group called the Regulators, which was 
a secret governing society at Norwich, 
but in 1856· u""iey left the Regulators 
to sum what was then called the Theta 
Chi Society. 
Theta Chi Stayed in the area for 46 
years until M.I. T. started the Beta 
Chapter in 1902. Since then they have 
grown to have 156 chapters all over the 
United States and Canada. All of these 
chapters have sworn to uphold Theta 
Chi's motto of "a helping hand". The 
colony here at Bridgewater has already 
started ·to follow in the path of these 
other chapters, having already finished 
working with the Hanover school 
system on their "Christmas for the 
Elderly" campaign with great success. 
The Bridgewater State College 
chapter was started in September, 
1988 by Tony Lacourse. Lacourse 
contacted friends . about the project, 
friends contacted friends, and by late 
October, the Theta Chi Interest Group, 
as the national chapter called them, had 
grown to .28 people. 
Theta Chi's executive officers are: 
Tony Lacourse, president; Ron Pratt, 
vice president; Kary Shumway, fraternal 
secretary; and Tim Campell, treasurer. 
Theta Chi will start their Spring 
Rush on February 10. Many events and 
projects for the fraternity are now being 
planned. 
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Chinese chow mein 




Beef noodle soup 
Fish square on a bun . 
Sloppy joe 
Wax beans/potato gems 
Chicken· noodle soup 
Grilled cheese 




Buddy boy on a bun 
American chop suey 
Carrots & peas 
· Bee"f vegetable soup 
Hot pastrami on a bun 
Chicken a la king 
Potato puffs 
Green beans 
· Com chOWder 
BLT Sandwich 
, Sheppard•s pie/gravy 








Beef noodle soup 
Parle cutlet/gravy 
S tuffe.d shells 
?dashed potatoes. 
Zucchini & tomato 
~ 







Baked ham/fruit sauce 
. ; ·Mashed potato 
Spi_nach/squash 
Beef vegetable soup 
BakedCod 





Steak & cheese sub 
Chicken cutlet/gravy 
Baked potato bar 
Carrots/zucchini 
'. ··~' .. ~, :,,,. - -..... 
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Viewpoint 
Look toward the future 
SGA asks for the students help 
in determining special projects 
As students, faculty and staff 
begin another year of classes at 
Bridgewater State College, many 
reflect upon where the college has 
been. It is more important, how-
ever~ to look towards 1989 and 
determine where the college is 
and will be heading. 
Here is a list of what the 
Comment hopes will occur at the 
college in the upcoming year. 
--Dr. Adrian Tinsley begins 
her term as the first woman 
president of the college. She will 
be able to ease some of the 
tensions that the college is 
experiencing. 
The college is looking forward 
to having. a President who has a 
"take charge 11 attitude and the 
capabilities to do so. The im-
pression which is being presen-
ted, by the faculty and admini-
stration, is that Tinsley can fulfill 
this need. Good luck to President 
Tinsley. 
.... The Administration make de-
cisions which the students of th.e 
college wilI not perceive as an 
,1 attack against them. 
l Using the past as an indication, I students do not receive a clear --~)~ID9:-}t,r~ighJ:f QfW~rd explanation I :ls to why they are paying more 
money on their meal ticket; why 
they are paying. another $125 in 
emergency fees. They are only 
told that they need to pay more 
money. 
If the .administration would 
start giving answers that· would 
simply explain the problen1S; and 
inform the students of why these 
actions .. are being taken, the 
students may .. understand their 
rea8ons and motives better. 
Currently, students view most 
of the Administration's actions 
as an attack against them. This 
must change if the Administration 
is to gain student support for their 
proposals and actions. 
..;-The State of Massachusetts 
realize that the State College 
system in this state is as 
important as the network of 
Universities and Community Col-
leges. The education students 
receive is no different at any of · 
them. The only difference is the 
Business Manager 
Edmund F Ward 
Advertising Manager 
John .R. Bums, III 
Photo Editor 
Debra Willis 
so called. "prestige" or name value 
which is associated with them. 
That" is not a valid excuse fo ignore them.· 
· 
Bridgewater and the other state 
colleges are important to those 
whom they serve. Massachusetts 
needs to realize this. 
... The System of Higher Edu-
cation in Massachusetts find a 
way to resolve the financial crisis 
which is occuring. All colleges, 
like Bridgewater, are faced with 
ways of cutting over $500,000 
from their budgets. In the long 
run, it will be the educational 
programs· and the students who 
suffer. 
To the Editor: 
Due to the state of the Massachusetts 
fiscal situation and its implications to the 
Bridgewater College community, it is 
necessary for the Student Government 
Association to expend its trust fund of 
$350,000 in order to protect it from 
reappropriation by the state. 
As Student Government Association 
president , I feel that our role should not 
only be to provide services for clubs and 
special projects on campus, but also to 
provide improvements around campus that 
would affect the most amount of students 
as possible. For e.xample, fixing up the · 
Burrill Avenue Student Study Room, · 
buying a Career Information Computer, or 
fixing a basketball coun. 
If you have ideas·ofjthis nature or any 
comments concerning~JStudent Govern-
ment, its role and .. what we should be 
doing, please forward them to the Student 
Government Association, 3rd floor of the 
Campus Center (next to the Grune Room) 
or call extension #2167 or #2168 Monday . 
thru Friday, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m . 
As students· you pay $48 per year for a 
Student Government fee. Please offer your 
input as to how it could benefit this 
campus in the best way possible. 
Th~I< you for your time and effort. 
Marcia A. Medeiros 
President, S.G.A. 
--A Governor who will take a 
more positive stand on Educa-
tion. In the most recent State of 
the S rate Address, Education (Higher Education) was never 
mentioned. Although the talk is 
for a better educated set of 
students, the restrictions which 
are being enforced do not permit 
this. Proof of the Governor's 
'positive attitude' needs to be 
shown-- now. 
A letter of appreciation 
To the Editor: 
I would like to publicaly express my 
gratitude and thanks to the staff of the 
Financial Aid Office: Rosie Armstrong, 
Mari Ann McDonald, Michelle Kelty, 
Sally Hampton, Arlene Morin, and Mr. 
Janey. And, Mr. Stenerson, especially 
thank you. It was the sensitivity of this 
wonderful .gre>up of pc.op~$. t~tr~ly 
made my college education p6Ss11'1e: · · 
Throughout the three years that I was 
an undergradute at BSC, I always found 
these people to be patient, to have the 
time and the desire to be of help·, and to 
al ways have a smile, even if the office 
was crowded with students, (which it 
always seemed to be). Not only were they 
just helpful and courteous, but I got the 
feeling that they "went the extra measure," 
if needed, to provide financial assistance 
during that difficult period. The Financial 
Aid people are certainly a credit to our 
.£<>~~~· 
Daphne Doerr 
B .. s. Phys. Ed., '88 
--The new residence halls to be 
completed on time. Students are 
anxiously waitirig to get oufof 
the overcrowded rooms in all of 
the other residence halls. These 
residence halls will hopefully be 
such a "saving grace." 
--For students to have an 
attitude,which reflects an interest 
in the oollege. The perpetual com-
plaint made by students is that 
there are never activities for them. 
Teachers. now have assistance 
in obtaining their first job 
A move must be made ·to 
change tbfs apathetic attitude. 
Since both sides, the general 
student community and· program 
coordinators; ar~ being stuboorn, 
a move needs to be· made from 
one side or the· other~ The 
students. Should· go first. . 
--The overall goal is to see that 
the college overcomes previous, 
hardships, and look forward to 
its service. to the Massachusetts 
and. other student populations. 
Bridgewater has offered mimer-
ous opportunities to students in 
the,past. With any luck, and help 
from the Commonwealth, this 
trend will continue. 
To the Editor: 
The Foreign and Domestic Teachers 
Organization needs teacher applicants in 
all fields. from kindergarten through 
college to fill over six hundred teaching 
vacancies both at home and abroad. 
Since 1968, our organization has be-en 
finding vacancies and .locating teachers 
both in foreign countries ·and in all . 50 
states. We possess hundreds of current 
openings and have all the information as 
to scholarships, grants, and fellowships. 
The principle problem with first ,.year 
teachers is where to find tiµ! job? -
, Since college newspapers are always 
anxious to find positions for their 
graduating teachers, your paper may be 
The· Comment 
stnceJ927 
Managing Editor Editor ln Chief Angela Comacchioli BryonHayes 
interested in your teachers finding 
employment. for the following year. and 
print our request for teachers. 
Our infonnation is free and comes at an 
opportune time when there are more 
teachers than teaching positions. 
Should you wish additional information 
about our organization, you may write 
The National Teacher's Placement 
Agency, Universal Teachers, Box. 5231, 
Portland, Oregon 97208. 
We do not promise every graduate in 
the field of education a definite position, 
however, we do promise to provide them 
with a wide range of hundreds of current 
vacancy notices both at home and abroad. 
John P. McAndrews, President 
Foreign and Domestic Teachers 
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A request to ban Styrofoam materials at Bridgewater 
The following letter was sent 
to Acting Vice Presi.dent Martha 
Jones by Dr. John Jahoda of the 
Zoology Department. Dr. Jahoda 
has granted the newspaper 
permi.ssion to run the letter here. 
Dear Martha: 
I teach a course called the 
"Biological Environment" and 
from time to time I become 
aware of issues which have direct 
bearing on -aur activities here at 
Bridgewater.· Two of the most 
potentially threatening environ-
mental problems we face are the 
"Greenhouse Effect" and the 
depletion of the ozone layer. Both 
of these problems are due in large 
part to the release of CFCs 
(Chloroflorohydrocarbons) into 
the atmosphere. One of the major 
causes of CFC release is the . 
manufacture and disposal of 
Styrofoam materials. 
As a member of the All 
College Committee, I ·have asked 
this committee to support a 
resolution calling for a ban of 
Styrofoam cups and other 
containers containing this 
material on campus. The 
committee has expressed general 
approval of this action. 
However, they have requested 
that I research the situation here 
on campus and report back to the 
committee so that appropriate 
action can be taken. It is not our 
intention to ask for an immediate 
removal of Styrofoam products 
since those that are already 
purchased and in inventory have 
already done their aarm and 
removing them at this time will 
not produce any positive results. 
The intent is to reduce the 
future . utilization of these 
containers by requesting that in 
future the campus purchase 
alternative environmentally safe 
containers, such as cups~ plates 
etc. which are manufactured out 
of recycled paper. I have spoken 
to the food service and Mr. Zeoli 
has promised to provide the 
information I requested. often comple:s: and involve 
I have also spoken to Charlie significant trade-offs and life-style 
Doyle in campus supply and he impact$. The elimination , of 
informs me that campus supply Styrofoam materials is not one of 
will not purchase any more cups these since there are environ-
of any kind (Styrofoam or paper). mental safe alternatives (paper 
They will use up their current cups). 
inventory and that will be it. This is an issue that can be 
I would appreciate it if you positively effected through a very 
could contact student organi- simple action. The city of 
zations and request that they also Portland, Oregon has enacted 
avoid the purchase of Styrofoam such a ban, as have serveral 
containers. I would also appre- - college and university campuses. 
ciate any other thoughts or I would like to see Bridgewater 
suggestions you might have to join the ranks of the enlightened. 
offer. I would hope that the food Sincerely yours, 
service would be supportive of 
this action. 
Environmental problems are 
John C. Jahoda, P.h.D. 
Professor of Zoology 
Rules and regulations are meant to be f ollpwed 
By Bryon Hayes 
Comment staff 
W elcome back to another semester at good ol' BSC. Classes have begun 
again, and procedures, guide-
lines, and deadline have Leen set 
forth for each of them. The 
· Comment is no different. 
Events for the Announce-
ments, Calendar of Events, and 
Classifieds sections must be 
turned in by 5:00pm Friday of 
the week for publication. Thus, if 
By Jeff Tucker 
Columnist 
a student, staff, faculty member, 
or member of the Administration 
would like to place one of these 
for the February 2 issue, the 
classified, event for the calendai, 
or announcement must be turned 
in by 5:00pm on January 27. 
The deadline for Sports and 
Entertainment articles to be 
submitted is 12:00 Noon on 
Tuesday. Stories which come in 
after this time will run on a 
space-availability basis. 
The deadline for the Viewpoint 
section (this does includes Letters 
of life. 
The other two, brain waves 
and br~athing,'.'. are present 
In 1973, the Supreme Court respectively a.t 45 days and 11 
of the United States legalized weeks. Thus, a human being-
the act of abortion in its now with all the legal signs of life 
famous .. Roe vs. Wade is present well before its birth. · 
decision. This decision allows With this biological con-
a woman to have an abortion clusion that life · is present 
at any time during her upon conception the whole 
pregnancy up to the ninth issue of abortion being an 
month or approximately that issue of privacy changes 
timewhenachildisbom. dramatically. The Roe vs. 
This· R o e vs. W a d e Wade must be overturned, not 
decision was flawed in several from solely a personal belief, 
ways, especially in the Court's but from the fact that the 
exclusion of biological . whole legal basis it depends on 
evidence in its deliberations. is faulty in light of biological 
The Supreme Court faile(l--~idence. It is now an issue of 
take into account that when the human life, and not one of a 
chromosome of the human woman1s privacy~ 
sperm and egg fuse,. a· new With the Supreme· Court's . 
human being with a unique overturning of Roe vs. Wade, 
genetic make-up comes into it would have to again review 
existence. This life is like no the issue of human life in light 
other before it and will be like of its constitutionality. They 
no other ·after. Thus, at could look to the 5th and 14th 
conception, a unique human amendments of the U.S. Con-
being with unknown potential stitution · where "no person 
is created. shall be deprived of life ... 
This new life has a without due process of law," 
protective hormone to guard it but clearly these two amend-
against rejection, by the ments were designed and 
mother, as a foreign object at ratified upon the basis of 
implimentation and its sex can persons accused of crimes, 
be detenninedat 17 days. which an unborn child is not, 
At 19 days, the eyes start to· and with the former slaves, 
develop and at 20, the entire which again the unborn child 
foundation of its nervous is not. 
system is in place. The heart Thus, there are no pro-
has a regular beat in 3 1/2 visions in the U.S. Con-
weeks; one of the tJ:u:ee legal stitution dealing with the 
signs use to detect the presence issues of abortion, human life, 
...... 'I. t< ,;. ~ •• , *' ;,_ • \ ' .;i ,,,, .... "' • • ·~ .., -
to the Editor, columns, etc.) is 
also 12:00 Noon on Tuesday. 
· Again, letters which come after 
this will be run on a space 
availability basis. 
Normally, there will be 
enough space to run material that 
is submitted. Do not, however, 
take a chance. Submit the articles 
by deadline to ensure publication. 
Concerning Letters to the · 
Editor, (yes, that is what students 
write; staff members write 
commentaries and editors write 
and the rights of the unborn; 
rather, the Supreme Court 
should invoke the 10th 
Amendment of the Con-
sitution, which state · that the 
powers. not delegated· the U.S. 
Government belong io the 
states and the people. Thus, 
without a Human Life 
Amendment to the Con-
sitution, the issue of abortion 
must be returned to the 
resective states. 
In the event of such an 
occurance, the Massacti.usetts 
government , should outlaw 
abortion as a crime against 
life, with the exceptions: the 
life of the woman is in danger 
and in the case of rape and 
incest;· both of which would 
have to be reported to the 
authorities for the procedure to 
be performed. 
Both these situations, in any 
event, . rarely result in 
pregnancy~ The hist exception, 
would be that of major birth 
defects being present in the 
unborn child. This would 
require the waiver of a licensed 
medical doctor, as in the case 
of the threatened mother. 
All such exceptions would 
have to be performed in the 
first trimester of pregnancy. 
Thus,. there is a responsible 
position· on the emotional 
issue of abortion, a position 
that can be viewed as in the · 
mainstream ·of Ainerica, a 
position of understanding and a 
-position of responsibility. 
editorials) the Comment asks that 
all letters are typed or written 
neatly and legibly. Try to limit 
the letters to approximately 250 
words, whereas the Comment 
reserves the right to edit .the 
submissions for grammar, 
spelling, and length. 
The author of the letter should 
check to see that his or her facts 
are correct, for the Comment 
cannot be responsible for factual 
errors or inconsistancies within 
the letters. 
The most important part which 
must be included in the letter is 
a signature and phone number for 
verification. Letters which are not 
signed will not, repeat, not be 
published. 
As always, material which is 
submitted to the Comment be-
comes property of the newspaper. 
I ask that everyone please 
follow these guidlines. It will 
make printing the material 
submitted easier, and create less 
hassles for us at the paper, and 
for you, the college community. 
_, e and law battle 
. agafilSt::8:ertsot~1lip; 
CONTEND ERE 
By John R. Bwns, Ill 
Coniment staff 
"Ah, ye. knights of t.he pen! 
May honor be your shield and 
truth tip your lances! 
Be gentle to all gentle people. 
B ~ modesJ, fe women. 
Be tender to children. 
As for Ogre Humbug, out 
sword, and have at him!" 
The censorship dragon, referred 
to . in this quote from William 
'Makepiece Thackeray as "Ogre 
Humbug,"· is as alive and well 
today as it was in 1860, when 
Thackeray discovered its presence 
in Victorian England. 
There is -a ray of hope, though, 
again growing. stronger. 
Thackeray's quote is the slogan 
borne upon the front page of a 
publication . entitled "Keeping 
Free Presses Free - An Exam-
ination · of Censorship on the 
Campus in America," issued by 
College Media Advisors, Inc. 
Student reportrs and editors 
suffered a major setback, last 
January, with the Supreme 
Court's Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier 
ruling. For those of you just 
tuning in, Hazelwood gave public 
school officials a very ·broad 
Among those fortunate 
students of the field are ... every 
high . school journalist in· 
Massachusetts. 
Fortunately, the court left an 
escape . route . open from 
Hazelwood. It granted the states 
the right to pass law~ protecting 
their ~tudents, and during the 
second week of December, 
Massachusetts exercised that 
right 
Led by lawmakers ·who had 
been student journalists 
themselves, legislation was 
passed which severely limits the 
means and amounts by which 
governmental censorship may be 
carried out by school officials. 
It was well-timed, too, coming 
··just weeks before the nationwide 
observence of January as Freedom 
of the College Press Month. 
Across the country, students 
and their advisors are working to 
protect the college newspaper 
from being denied the rights 
enjoyed by Hreal" newspapers. 
We are real newspapers, with real 
. ethics, and doing our darnedest to 
cover real stories, whether student 
and college governments want 
them covered or not · 
Censorship is not an 
acceptable evil. and· will not be 
tolerated. 
power of censorship over "the The battle is far from over, but 
style and. content of student . blows have been struck. Beware, 
speech in school-sponsored ye support the ways of Ogre 
activities." Humbug> and promote his 
The good news, though, is that plague, the forces of freedom are 
at least some students have ~n growing, and we shant seek rest 
saved from the doom of censored, till the dragon Censorship lay 
''reality-free,' student reporting. d~ and withered~~~-~ .feet! 
.;.•, 
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jZ/_rts • eview 
Bridgewater State College's _student literary magazine is back! 
-Artists - Writers 
February 1 is the deadline for submission of poeins, short 
tories, b/w photographs and artwork to be published in the 
1989 edition, this spring . 
Drop off your entries* at 5frts 1\J,view office, 
(right inside the Comment), 
or stop by for more information. 
*All submissions should include a title, (avoid "Untitled''), and name for return. 
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Comment staff ·conditioning, During this time, 
Instead of working at that 
same old job for spring break 
and for the summer. expand 
your horizons. Outward Bound 
is a non-profit organization 
that helps thousands of people 
(mostly college age) become 
stronger. The program is 
mentally and physically 
challenging. Students discover 
hidden talents, become more 
self confident, stronger and 
learn more about the 
environment in which they 
live. 
The program offers a diverse 
selection of activities. some of 
which include cross country 
skiing, dog sledding, mountain 
backpacking, white river 
rafting, and sailing. The 
variety is available because 
there are several states which 
host ' the Outward Bound 
program. Some of the states 
include Maine~ North Carolina, 
Colerado, Minnesota, and 
Oregon. Due to the various 
climates, the activities are 
offered year round 
But one may ask, who are 
the programs geared for? Well. 
the programs are offered to 
everyone. ·The students must 
be at least fourteen years old · 
and in good health. There is no 
upper age limit. The Outward . 
Bound has a special program 
for people over age 55. It is 
. relatively easy to qualify .to 
those requirements. 
However, some people may 
be concerned about experience. 
Fortunately, no one needs 
experience. The first part of the 
Outward Bound experience is 
a qualified, experienced in~ 
structor will teach technical 
skills, safety, first aid, com-
pass reading, wilderness cook-
ing, rock climbing, and more. 
Learning that the more 
adventurous the experiences, 
the more care and caution are 
needed to succeed. 
The second part of the 
program is the extended jour-
ney in which eight to 12 
people (the team) and instuctor 
develop a working relationship 
with one another, as each 
person relies on one another 
within the team. 
The middle part and the 
most memorable for many. is 
the solo. This period of 
solitude for one to three days 
without responsibility, cares or 
distractions from the hustle and 
bustle of any college student's 
daily life. 
Ph~se four is the final 
expedition when . the team 
journeys together with less 
supervision than in phase two. 
This event is a challenge, yet 
quite rewarding at the same 
time. Team work is the theme 
during this phase. 
The finale of the trip usually 
entails paddling or skiing and 
then the group reflects on 
feelings and personal dis-
coveries. This time is taken to 
reflect on what the whole 
Outward Bound adventure was 
like. 
Some interested people are 
turned off by the intimidation 
of physical activity. Members 
do not have to be athletes to 
get involved. Of course, it will 
be physically challenging, but 
cont. on p. 12 
By Caitlin Andrews 
Comment staff 
form of calendars, mugs, 
T-shirts. books, and greeting 
cards. Larson was surprised at his 
Readers of The Comment will quick success and said, "It's all 
now be able to read Gary Larson's sort of surreal." 
famed comic, "The Far Side" in Larson, 38, grew up in 
ea.~lf.\Y~~kly issue. The Universal Tacoma, Washington and was a Pi~~.s?/$:yndicate, which dis- like the typical 'boy next door.' 
tiibhiel: Larson's comic, for- He and his older brother Dan ward~ backgroood·/Wformation to collected frogs, salamanders, and 
be presented to~y9;µ};ijis audience snakes, and would occasionally 
at large. .·.· · ···· .· flood his back yard to create a 
Larson has had three books on swamp. His mother, a recep-
the New York Times Besij~ifer tionist and his father a car 
List. He appeals to a ··i~fge salesman remained relatively 
variety; and off ends many at the calm about their boys' activities. 
same time. Yet, his characters........ As a child, he drew quite a bit, 
adorn many a dorm room in the\:~0~·;but -never expected to become a 
cartoonist. He drew gorillas, 
dinosaurs, and other members of 
the animal kingdom. 
His interest in drawing stopped 
after junior high, when music, 
particularly the guitar, took over 
his interests. Music is still a 
hobby of his; jazz is his favorite 
type of music. 
He graduated from Washington 
State University with a major in 
communications. At the time he 
felt his calling was to save 
society from mundane adver-
tising. 
So when does his cartoon 
career begin? Well, being in a 
cont. on p. 12 
Bizarrel?I Gary Larson creator of the Infamous For Side comic. His cartoons appear in 
over six-hundred newspapers across the world. Now including the Comment. 
Rev. Williamson: the new faith on campus 
Protestant minister wants you to know, he is a resource , 
Caitlin Andrews 
Comment staff 
What do you call a man who is 
a Reverend, has a Doctorate 
degree from Boston University 
and is named Doug Williamson? 
"I tell people you can call me 
anything nice." Yet, :m is most 
comfortable being called Doug. 
Williamson is the new 
Protestant minister on campus 
who wishes students of all faiths· 
to use him as a resource of 
friendship, guidance and, of 
course, as a minister. He wants 
to have a positive influence on 
the people he encounters and on· 
those who encounter him; 
including faculty, staff, admin-
istrators, and students. 
Williamson, who came to 
Bridgewater State College from 
Lindsey Wilson College in 
Kentucky, looks forward to 
get~_~g involved with the college 
Smile- pretty for the camera, Rev~rand Williamson. 
. (Staff photo by Debro Willis). · 
life. Already he has been asked to 
be on the Akohol Drug Task· 
Force and the AIDS Task Force. 
He may also be the assistant' 
women's soccer coach come fall 
semester. 
Soccer has been a valuabie part 
of his life and he has missed the 
action of being a soccer coach 
last season. This was the first 
season after ten years of coaciling 




Renewed interest occurs 
in the field of psychology 
Contributed by 
Dr. Richard T. Colgan, 
Professor of Psychology 
"Welcome" to all new BSC 
students and "Welcome back" to 
. all undergraduates, graduates and 
evening college scholars. Best 
wishes -for a highly successful 
and intellectually stimulating '89 
Spring Semester! 
For the first time in almost 20 
years, college graduates face 
brighter job prospects as the 
number of jobs requiring a 
college degree, especially jobs in 
professional occupations, is 
expected to grow by more than 
40 percent. Management majors 
will increase by 60 percent and 
those for technicians and 
marketing people will grow by 
70 percent or more, according to 
Gary Dressler, management 
consultant and professor at 
Florida International University. 
While s.ome imbalance is 
expected, those who carefully 
~ele~t their. career .. <;>l;>jectives,. 
,~' •'<i',f><f~1' ~'{.' ; ,~·1\,~' 'L ""~"i 0"'0 ''~ \ :,~'~ 'll~-, :1 
preparation and le~ -h~w to look 
for a job and market themselves -
skills which can be learned while 
in college - will still have the 
srrioothest transition from school 
to work. 
Last· semester the· Psychology 
Club and the Psi Chi National 
Honor Society. in cooperation 
with the Career Planning and 
Placement Center, conducted a 
highly successful job planning 
seminar. "' 
The Psi Chi National Honor 
Soci_~ty, in Psychology, 
executive committee, faculty 
advisors, and departtnental faculty 
shall be screening for scholastic 
achievement the credentials of a 
sizable number of Honor Society 
applicants early this semester. 
Announcements to successful 
candidates ·to the Life-Member-
ship society will be made later 
this semester and prior to BSC 
Awards Day. 
Due to the spiraling interest on 
the part of BSC students in the 
fiel~ of psychology, nearly 40 
perce~t of the department's 
undergraduate classes - many of 
them with a capacity of 50 
students - closed out five days 
before the winter break. 
The good news at the national 
level in the field of psychology. 
Psychologists attained parity 
with psychiatrists within the 
federal judicial system with regard 
to court-ordered mental exami-
nations and determinations of 
competence. The half-century of 
discrimination by the medical-
psychoanalytic establishment 
against psychologists seeking 
psychoanalytic training is. over. 
This may have been partially 
responsible for the increased 
interest in all fields of 
psychology. 
Self-motivated and advanced 
d.Ufl~est graduate students, 
· "''&nmsJJi;;w,rt1t~ia.,.serious 
interest in the scientific approach 
to parapsychology are encouraged 
to consider the summer study 
program at J.B. Rhine's former 
Parapsychology Laboratory at 
Duke University. 
The . Institute for Parapsy-
chology Foundation for Research 
on the Nature of Man remains the 
leading research and educational 
-center in the field. The intensive 
eight-week course for which 
academic credit may be arranged 
is limited to less than I 0 persons 
per summer session. 
Additional information may be 
obtained from Dr. Richard T. 
Colgan, Rm. 330 Burrill 
Academic Bldg., or via reference 
to the announcements on the 
Psychology Club bulletin board. 




Why sweat in the Caribbean when you can cruise the slopes of Okemo? Midweek lift tickets are 50% off for college 
students, so it's cheaper than the Bahamas, too. Call (802) 228-5571 for lodging, (802) 228-4041 for general information. 
Okemo Mountain. So cool it's hot. 
MOUNTAIN .6... LUDLOW, VERMONT 
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the College Bowl 
By Doug Eckelkamp 
Contributor 
Now that the Orange Bowl, 
Fiesta Bowl, and the Super Bowl 
are finally over, there are only 
two bowls to get excited about 
The· Toilet Bowl and The 
College Bowl. The Toilet Bowl 
is not very exciting, but The 
College Bowl offers students of 
Bridgewater a chance to compete 
locally, regionally, and na-
tionally. 
In this bowl game you do not 
have to worry about. getting 
tackled. The only tackling you 
will have to do is the questions 
you have to answer. 
The College Bow I is a Ii ve 
cont. on p. 12 
Outward Bound 
cont.fr.amp. 9 
the goals are not beyond the reach 
of any man or woman who is in 
average physical condition. 
Members frequently experience 
tired muscles in the beginning, 
however endurance and mental 
attitude is more important than 
strength. 
Safety is the highest priority 
of Outward Bound. Each activity 
is carefully planned with first rate 
equipment. 
A student requires only their 
clothing and footwear. The 
organization supplies all other 
equipment and special clothing 
for each new adventure. 
Financially, Outward Bound 
may seem as though it is rather 
confining. Luckily, financial aid 
is available. College creOit is also 
available for the excursion. 
The journeys vary in the 
number of days. For more 
information regarding Outward 
Bound, call (800) 243-8520. Or 
write to Outward Bound National 
Office, 3 84 Field Point Rd., 
Greenwich, CT 06830. · 
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.Rel(Jx. Take a break. Students relax ofter rock climbing. Contributing photo from Robert Goodfrey 
.... ................ __ ...... 8 .............................. ____________________________ _. 
STU 
Do you have $125 to spare? 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
thinks you do! 
The cost of attending BSC is going up $125 ·effective in February. 
Join the coalition! 
Attend the SGA meeting Tuesday, January 31, at 6pm in the Council Chambers (th_i_i:-d floor of th~ CampM~ .C.ent~r). ~-. ·----·- ·~---~-· ·-·-·- ....... . 




Invites All Men who are interested in 
pledging to some of our 
SPRING RUSH Events. 
JAN. 30th JAN. 31st FEB.1st 
SPORTS NITE FORMAL RUSH RUSHEE DINNER 
Bruins, Celtics Slide Show/ Reception 6:00-8:00 PM 
LIVE 8:00 PM 8:00 PM Guest Speaker 
AT HOUSE AT HOUSE CATHOLIC CENTER 
FEB. 2nd FEB. 3rd FEB. 4th 
DUAL RUSH CLUB MED MORNING AFTER 
SORORirY BASH BRUNCH 
8:00 PM 8:00PM 11:00 AM 
AT HOUSE AT HOUSE AT HOUSE 
FEB. 5th 
MANDATORY INTERVIEWS 6:00-lO:OO PM 
PLYMOUTH CO UNIT ROOM STUDENT UNIO 
YOU'LL FIND IT HERE! 
College Bowl contest 
cont. from p. 11 
trivia game. in which teams of 
four students compete against 
each other. Two teams per round 
will go head to head and the 
winner will advance to the final 
round. 
The winning team will 
represent Bridgewater at the 
regional tournament and have a 
chance to move on to the 
national tournament 
Sign ups are going on now 
until January 31 at the Campus 
Center information booth. 
So, grab your friends on your 
floor, club, carpool. sports team, 
fraternity. or sorority, or just get 
three strangers. Whoever you get, 
sign up for this challenging and 
entertaining event. 
The competition will run from 
February 7-15 in the Campus 
Center foyer. All are invited to 
compete or watch. Just like the 
Super Bowl half-time show, the 
College Bowl will be in three-D. 
No glasses required. This event is 
sponsored by the Campus Center 
Program Committee. 
New faith on campus 
cont. from p. 9 useless. . .. Religious faith isn't 
either a men's or women's soccer just believing certain things or 
team. Coaching put him in touch following a certain set of 
with the teammates' daily lives. guidelines .... " He stated he would 
Through conversing with like to help people realize what 
students, he realized the religious faith is about. 
priont1es, problems and Williamson is originally from 
viewpoints of college students in Needham and is a great fan of the 
the 1980s. He learned about the Red Sox, Celtics, and Bruins. In 
pressures of drugs, alcohol, the future he would like to see 
having to work, and getting good the Red Sox win the world series 
grades that college students are before he is 80 years old. The last 
constantly concerned about. time the Red Sox won was in 
Having heard the saying that, 1918 when his grandfather was 
"college is not the re:il world," ten years old. He is hopeful that 
Williamson feels that college is soon the Red Sox will make their 
very much. a part of the real mark, but he will be worrying 
world. It is just a certain phase of about them until the end of the 
the go..called "real world." season. 
Williamson was influenced In his future at BSC, 
~eatly .bY a. minist~~ fro':11 his .... Willi~8on would like to. start a 
'""'t,..,..,..., •. "~·nJ. lijl!.l!I:!!.!!, !!9.!~ .. !. !!!!!!!!<'!'"! ...!, .. ! .. ,.!!' .•! ...,!, ...~ ....11!1 .. ,.ll,!l .. ,lll!ll!!'~~-.. ----------------·1;+~;~~~~~i~~~t~:°!;k~. :~rs~~nse:c: 
showed him that ministers are couple things for the dorms i{ ... 
Infarrna.tion Services will offer microcomputer training for all 
students.. The training series will intr.oduce students to microcomputers, in qeneral, and word processing, in particular. All.students are invited 
to attend.these sessions. A brief descriptfon of the training and the 
schedule of sessions.follows: 
Microcomputer System Orientation-; Intended for new users, this 
session will.introduce hardware components, keyboard functions, 
and tlisk Qperating System basics. 
lntrodUction to PC WBITE - This.session will introduce students 
to .the. basics. needed to cr~ate, edit, and p:ri.nt documents using 
. PC WRI'tE softwar~ and the Leading Edge. microcomputer. 
NOTE! The sessions constitute an.integrated cum\llative series. 
While students may attend. any session(s) they wish, it is hiej1hly- .· ·. , 
recommended that they attend one of eac~since later sessions presuppose 
certain knowledge and .skills from earlier. sessions. 
User documentation prepared by BSC students. will.be distributed 
at the PC WRITE session. Since the documentation: is not intended for 
self instruction, students cannot obtain the booklet unless they attend 
the session. 
To attend any session, you must reserve a place on an 
appropriate sign-up sheet. The sign-up sheets"for each type of session 
are posted in the MAINFRAME Lab on the ground floor of Boyden Hall. 
All sessions will be held in classrooms in Boyden Hall (specific room 
assignments will be posted on the sign"'.".'up sheet·for each session),. 






















.. February 10 
Time 
4 : o o pm - 5 : o o p·m 
4_: 0 O pm - 5 : O O pm 
4:oo pm - 5:00 pm 
NO CLASS 
4:oo pm - s:oo pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4 : o O pm ..:. 5 : O o pm 
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Time 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4!00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
NO CLA$S 
·4 ~00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
real people with real joys, pains, is asked. Mainly, Wiliamson 
and concerns; just like everyone would like the student body to 
else. lean on him. He described 
Williamson would like to himself as "the kind of person 
guide.· people without twisting who likes to be ne.ede.d and wants 
their aims. . . "··~ If your religious to be helpful." His office is room 
belief doesn't make any difference 325 in the library. His phone 
in the way yo~ live, then its number is 697-1200 ext. 1344. 
The Far Side atBSC 
cont.from p. 9 
dead end job in a music store, he 
drew six cartoons for a wilderness 
magazine in Seattle. The 
establishment bought the car-
toons for $15 each. The paycheck 
· .was his insp1ration. 
· By 1979 he had a regular 
cartoon in the Seattle Times. 
After a year, they said that his 
cartoon was causing too many 
complaints. A couple of days 
later the San Fransisco Chronicle 
hired him. 
From . that point on,. after 
promotion efforts, more and more. 
newspapers began to take an 
interest. In 1989~ Larson's comic 
strip . is published in over 600 
newspapers, some as far as 
Fral1ce .and Japan. 
good way to · describe his 
cartoons. His animals and 
humans ttade places~ A female 
moose. in her slip and curlers, 
hands the phone to her husband 
sitting in his lounge chair. Mrs. 
Moose tells her husband "It's the 
call of the wild." 
In another example of his work 
two pilots are sitting on top of a 
large infant on the runway. The 
pilots say to the control tower 
"Fuel. .. check. Lights ... check. Oil 
pressur~ ... check. We've got 
clearance. OK Jack. let's get this 
baby off the ground. n 
A California deputy attorney's 
favorite cartoon is that of an 
alligator on the witness stand 
exclaiming, "Well of course I did 
it in cold blood, you idiot! I'm a 
reptile" Deputy attorney said that 
Larson does not like giving Larson's cartoons provide a 
interviews,. partially because of comical relief in a job that is 
the. pressure of· the audience :relatively depressing. 
expectations. He· is not as Larson bas a great number of 
bizzarre as one who reads his fans. He has autographed 
cartoons would think. Although foreheads, bowling balls, and the 
· he and his friend Ernie Wagner, . average piece of paper. 
curator of reptiles at the Seattle In 1986 Larson won the Best 
Zoo, used ·to play strange Syndicated Cartoonist award. In 
practical .jokes .. on one another. 1989 Larson has privileged, the 
An example oftheir humor was BSC community with his 
when Larson filled Wagner's cartoon strip "The Far Side." So, 
bathtub with rhino manure. for the rest of .the semester, 
l:low,~ver, biz~~ .. ~~r. ~ a , , ~~~~ ... · . . . _ ... ~ .... 
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Calendar ·of Events 
Catholic Center 
Confirmation class- Anyone 
who has not received the 
Sacrament of Confirmation is 
invited to attend our program this 
semester. We meet on Wednesday 
evenings from 6:15 p.m. to 7:30 
p.m. It is important that you 
sign up immediately for this 
program. 
Guitarists/Singers - we are 
continually seeking people to 
play and sing in our Follc Group. 
If you have the talent, please 
contact us. Do not hide your 
talent "under a bushel basket." 
Stressed Out? Having 
problems at home or school? Sr. 
Jo-Ann and Fr. Bob are on 
campus for you! If you know of 
someone who is in difficult 
times. risk reaching out and 
suggesting to the person to call 
us, or drop by. 
The Catholic Center is for 
everyone. Typewriters, quiet 
place and time and prayer space 
for you~ Please come by anytime. 
Free Coffee and donuts - every 
Monday morning from 7:30 a.m. 
on. Drop by for a quick 
"pick-up." 
Concerts 
Charles River Concerts and 
On Friday. January 27, 1989, 
Chicago's recently established 
Newberry Consort will perform a 
mixed program entitled "The 
Glorious Revolution" at the 
historic Old West Church, located 
at 131 Cambridge Street, Boston. 
The program, which begins at 8 
p.m, will include works by John 
Wilson, Matthew Locke, Nicola 
Matteis, John Blow, Henry 
Purcell and others. 
Tickets for this event are priced 
at $15 and $12 and are available 
by sending a check, Mastercard or 
VISA number to: Charles River 
Concerts, Inc., 729 Boylston 
Street, Suite 206, Boston, MA. 
02116, or call CRC at 
617-262-0650. 
Tickets are also available at the 
Bostix Booth at Faneuil Hall or 
by calling Ticketron at 
617-720-3434. Please inquire 
about student and senior citizen 
discounts. 
Charles River Concerts 
announces event four for pianist 
Andrew Rangell, recent winner of 
one of four Avery Fisher career 
Grants awarded in 1988. Rangell 
will have perfonned the 32 Piano 
Sonatas of Ludwig van 
Beethoven in a cycle of seven 
programs presented by CRC and 
Aaron Concert Management. The 
upcoming concert, as well as the 
remaining events, will talce place 
January 29th program includes 
the following: Opus 49, no. 2; 
Op. 2, no. 3; Op. 8la "Les 
Adieux;" Opus 26 "Funeral 
March;" and Op. 57 "Appassion-
ata.11 
Tickets for this perf orrnance are 
priced at $13 and $9. For 
information on the January 29 
event, or other concerts of the 
series, call Charles River 
Concerts at 617-262-0650 or 
write CRC at 729 Boylston 
Street, Suite 206. Boston, MA. 
02116. Student and senior 
citizens discounts are available. 
Clubs 
The American Marketing 
Association welcomes new 
members to it's first meeting of 
the spring semester, featuring 
guest speaker Rick Dearborn 
from the Prudential. Join us 
Monday Jan. 30 at 3 p.m. in 




Ballet perform in the C.C. 
auditorium Thursday February 9 
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $2 for 
students, $3 for senior citizens 
and children. and $5 for adults. 
Tickets are on sale now at the 
information booth. Get your 
tickets early, before they sell 
out!! There will be programs 
earlier throughout the day, keep 
your eyes peeled for more 
information. These events are 
sponsored by the Campus Center 
Program Committee. 
Photo2raphy 
Robert Ward's "Recent Photo-
graphs of Germany" are on 
exhibit at the Flora T. Little 
Gallery at the Bridgewater Public 
Library from January 9 to 
February 10. 
Robert Ward has been a 
member of the Bridgewater State 
College faculty since 1969 and is 
the photography editor of the 
Bridgewater Review. He holds a 
Ph.D. from Boston College: Dr. 
Ward is an award-winning 
The Campus Center Program photographer who, in addition to 
Committee welcomes people of regularly lecturing on pho· 
all ages to the RAT on Tuesday tography, exhibits his own work 
Jan. 31 at high noon. Come one, frequently and often is invited to 
come all to dance with Herb judge at arts festivals and camera 
Lemmon D.J.ing. Why? Because club competitions and has offered 
the Program Committee wants to summer photography workshops 
The exhibit consists of 32 
color photographs with an image 
size of 9" X 13 1/4" and a framed 
size of 16" X 20ft. The 
photographs were taken in 
Germany during the summers of 
1985 and 1986. 
Theatre 
In celebration of Black History 
Month 1989, The Strand Theatre 
is pleased to present Atlanta 
based Jomandi Productions 
performing the award winning 
adaptation of original slave 
narratives, Do Lord Remember 
Me, Friday, February 24, 1989 at 
10 a.m. and 8 p.m. 
Unquestionably, the miracle of 
Do Lord is its dramatization of 
the strength of a generation of 
believers in the face of seemingly 
unconquerable odds. If the theatre 
has never moved you, Jomandi 
will; come laugh, cry and 
remember. 
Tickets for the morning 
performance are $3 per person. 
For the evening performance, 
general admission is $12.50 and 
$10; evening admission for 
students (through high school) 
and seniors is $5. Group rates are 
available. 
off er fun to allstudents during the on the Maine coast. ••9'!1~1!1M•iM••a · · ~ffie•of ~ · f>r. Ward has studied at the Art The Strand Theatre, located r.. .. 
Institute ofBoston the Maine 543 Columbia Road in 
"· ~~~p International Early Photographic Workshops, the Dorchester is wheelchair acces~ 
Music Series; featuring "Early Massachusetts College of Art, sible, can be reached by public 
Music from the Ne:wberry Dance the New England School of transportation and is minutes 
Library" with countertenor, Drew Photography and the Rhode from tlowntown Boston. Call 
:Minter. Come and see the Boston Island School of Design. 282-8000 for more information. 
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Spring Break to 
Nassau and 
Paradise Island-
From $299. Package includes: 
Roundtrip air, transfers, 7 
nights hotel, beach parties. free 
lunch, cruise,. free admission to 
nightclubs, taxes and more! 
Cancun packages also 
available! Organize small 
group, earn free trip! 




Assemble products at home. 
Call for more information. 
504-641-8003 ext. 1967. 
Library Bulletin 
Board Regulations 
Dr. Owen T.P McGowan, 
Librarian, has issued the 
following regulations governing 
the student use of bulletin boards 
in the Clement C. Maxwell 
Library. 
Notices must be related to 
college activities. 
Notices must,be stamped by the 
library secretary before posting. 
Otherwise, they will be removed 
from the bulletin boards. It is 
requested that standard grammar 
and spelling nonns be observed. 
Those posting notices are 
responsible for removing them 
when they are outdated. 
Notices should be on 
posterboard and should be no 
larger than 15" by 18" nor 
smaller than 5•t by 1". 
Notices of activities which will 
continue throughout the year 
should nevertheless be changed 
from time to time--or they run 
the risk of being overlooked. 
No more than three (3) notices 
of the same activity may be 
placed at the same time on the 
library bulletin boards. 
The library reserves the right to 







Harbor Cruise Ship - Spirit of 
Boston hiring for '89 season. 
Auditions February 5, 11 and 
12. Singing and dance 
experience preferred. For more 
information and audition 
times, call 542-2974 Monday 
through Friday 9-5. 
Cruise Ships -
Now hiring men and women. 
Summer and career oppor-
tunities (will train). Excellent 
pay plus world travel. Hawaii, 
Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. Call 
Now! (206) 736-7000 Ext. 
367C. 
BAE Computer 
Needs responsible student to 
represent our computer. In-
centive bonus plan. Interested 
persons please send resume to 
3563 Ryder Street, Santa 
Clara, California 95051. 
Roommate Wanted 
To share two bedroom home -
White Horse Beach, Plymouth. 
Furnished, $200 a month plus 
utilities. Call Beth (508) 
224-3628 - leave message. 
Four Openings for 
Girls 
Kitchen privileges. Please call 
697-7477. 
Run Your Own 
Summer Business 
Gain valuable experience while 
making good money. Averag~ 
earnings $8000.00 Positions 
filling fast. Call Robert 
Martwick at 1-800 922-5579. 
Musicians and 
Entertainers-
Earn extra money performing 
for small groups of patients in 
a living room setting for 
approximately one hour. 
Informal and relaxed. Call 
Shirley Ezemis at the Brockton 
Hospital 586-2600, extension 
2543 for more information 
I • 
Adv-ertise 
In the Comment. Talk to 
Steve or John about placing 
your classified. For more 
information call 697-1200 
ext. 2158 for details. 
Anno un.cement~ .. ,1·'·."·!'1 ~· 1·'~1'1ii~]~ ;;;0,,,~.l/ii·5,· ... ;;·· 
financial aid hotline phone 
number (1-800-422-4725) to 
assist students and parents with 
questions they might have 
regarding the completion of their 
Financial Aid Forms. 
The hotline will be available 
from Monday, January 23rd 
through Friday, February 3rd 
between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. 
Summer Jobs 
Lowell National Historical Park 
is presently recruiting for a 
variety of summer jobs. 
Applicants must be 18 years of 
age, and United States citizens. 
Positions are located in Lowell, 
MA, and training wifl be 
provided. 
Adult Children of 
Alcoholics 
There will be a group meeting 
for adutt children of alcoholics 
every Tuesday at 3 p.m. in the 
Counseling Center, Harrington 
Hall. If you need additional 
information, call the counseling 
center at 697-1332. 
' 1989-1990 Financial 
Aid Form 
(residencb halls. commuter 
lounge, Boyden Hall). Any 
student seeking financial as-
sistance for the next school year 
needs to complete and file this 
application with the College 
Scholarship Service in New 
Jersey. 
Students are advised that there is 
an April 3rd priority deadline date. 
set by the Financial Aid Office. 
Any student wanting to apply 
his/her financial aid to their fall 
semester bill will reed a 
complete application on lile by 
the April 3rd deadline date. A 
complete file consists of a 
completed and processed 
Financial Aid Form, a 
Bridgewater Financial Aid 
application and appropriate 1988 
tax returns. All appplications 
received after the April 3rd 
priority date will be reviewed on 
a rolling basis. 
Students are encouraged to seek 
assistance at the Financial Aid 
Office for any questions they 
might have regarding the 
completion of their fonns. 
Environmental 
Intern Program 
country to choose from. Average 
weekly salaries range from $300 
to $350. The deadline for these 
internships is February 1, 1989. 
Details in the CPP Office. In 
Summer Job Drawer. 
The deadline for filing is 
February 15, 1989. 
For more ionformation, call 
(508) 459-1000. Lowell National 





School Admissions Test 
Deadlines (A schedule for all tests 
for the entire year is available as 
a handout in the CCP Office): 
Graduate Management Admiss-
ion Test (GMAT) apply by 
2-15-89 test 3-18-89 · 
Graduate Record Exam (GRE) 
apply by 30-1-89 test 4-8-89 
National Teacher Exam-
Specialty test apply by ~-27-89 
test4-1-89 
Details and application fonns 
for each of these are available in 




Dr. Owen T .P. McGowan, 
director of the Maxwell Library, 
has announced a new library fmes 
policy, effective immediately. 
General circulation books and 
other items incur a fine of .10 per 
day kept overdue, to a maximum 
of $10 per item. This amount is 
reduced by one-half if the fine is 
paid when the item is returned. 
Reserve circulations books and 
other items on two-hour or .. 
overnight loan incur a fine of .25 
for the first hour and $1 for each 
additional hour'or fraction thereof 
kept overdue, to a maximum of 
$10 per item. 
One-week-loan items incur a 
fine of $1 per day kept overdue, 
to a $10 maximum per item. 
Reserve and one- week-loan fines 
are not reduced. Overdue charges 
continue on weekends, holidays 
and vacations. Dr. McGowan said 
the increased fines are intended to 
deter students from keeping 
materials beyond the time they 
are needed rather than taldng the 
trouble of returning them. 
Tutors 
Announces .its Paid Internships Earn $5 per hour and make your 
for 189 Environmental Intern Student Alumni own hours. Tutors are needed in 
Program - this is a paid in- Relations Council all subject areas, but especially in 
Available Now - Financial Aid temship. There are over 300 short Accounting, Computer Science, 
Forms for the 1989-90 school term jobs with corporations, SARC - meetings will be held Math, and Foreign Languages. 
year are_ now available in the government agencies and non- on Mondays from 6-7 o'clock in Interested students contaet Joanne 
The Massachusetts Association Financial Aid Office in profit organizations. All academic the Plymouth County Room; McKee, Progress/ Outreach 
of Financial Aid Administrators Tillinghast Hall and various majors are considered. There are Campus Center. New memflrs Office, Harrington Hall, 
(MAS~AA). !1~:~~~!i~~~:8;::l~~~~!~<!'!l~<2~H1!~~.l!!:;Z!!~~:Y!!:~1!:~~~~i~!s~.,~!~,~~,',, ~ar~ welcome. . •...• ~-691rl241., !'!:.l'l:~!:~:=;.!::,!t•~J~ !!~!~·~'!~!-i~~'4!A11Jt.+'~"°"'*li~""-""'.l!O!lili'*'<otli>.~\ll<111!1~"''"",..,.'8!'~~-""""'"'"'"'"'""""'+'.--1!1<'•»•1!>"'~~""'~''"' •· •• - ... ~·~·-·--,..·.• .,, .•. _ ••,. "'.-;-, .... ..,,.,,"' ~ ,. "'.: ~ .·~. _. _., ~ ~ •· _.: - .~.·-. • ---· • • _ .. ,,.. , 
Sports Shorts 
Intramural Soccer to start 
By Angela Comacchioli 
Comment staff 
The intramural coed soccer 
program will be starting Sunday, 
Jan. 29. Games will be held in 
both gyms at 7,8, and 9 p.m. A 
mandatory meeting for all 
captains, referees, and score 
keepers will be held at 6:00 in 
the small gym. Anyone 
interested in refereeing is urged to 
attend. 
· The schedule of game times will 
be posted by Friday afternoon, 
January 27, on the Intramural 
bulletin board in the upper gym 
lobby. The scheduled line-up 
looks to provide some exciting 
soccer matches. The regular 
season will run for four weeks 
with playoffs scheduled for 
February 26; the finals will be 
held on March 5. 
New Gymnastic record set 
Swedis scores on uneven bars 
Spencer's Heather Swedis wasted 
little time in etching her name iil 
the BSC Gymnastics record book 
after Bridgewater State's season 
opening meet against MIT. 
Sweclis set a school record on 
the uneven bars with a score of 
8.70. The previous mark of 8.50 
was set by Jeri Anderson in 
1988. She also set a new All 
Around mark of 32.95, smashing 
the old mark. of 32.05 which 
stood for four seasons after Joy 
Fessler recorded that in 1985. 
BSC coach Andrea Kelleher was 
extremely pleased with Swedis' 
initial performance. "Heather 
really put it together against 
MIT. She is an extremely 
talented gymnast who is only 
"':- ,::,~•d,,.,,,:_.~'·("<ti(.l\~:~~i~;~l'~ ~ - . 
beginning to realize her potential. 
By the time she leaves 
Bridgewater State she may hold 
all of BSC's gymnastic records." 
As a team, Bridgewater State did 
quite well in their first meet. 
Even though they lost their 
opener to MIT (153.2-147.15) 
their total score exceeded all their 
previous scores from the 1987-88 
season when they were 6-2. 
Swedis is a graduate of David 
Prouty High School, where she 
competed in gymnastics with the 
·Giguere Gymnastics School 
m!der Paul McCarthy. The BSC 
freshman is presently pursuing a 
degree in Physical Education with 
a concentration in Athletic 
Training. 
Swim. teain determined to win 
cont.from p. 16 
Salem State College and M.I.T. 
this Saturday here at 1:00 p.m. 
Again this year the men's 
swim team is very few in number 
but their detenninatfon to win 
and keep the team going is very 
strong. 
Captains Dave Allen and 
Tony LaCourse lead the team, 
along with upperclassmen Ken 
Johnson, a novice diver with 
great potential. Christian Pease. 
Dan McLaughlif;t, and Mike 
Washburn are B.S.C.'s top 
freshmen swimmers. 
According .to swim coach Joe 
Yeskewicz, the team could use 
more swimmers to help them 
with their tough schedule. and 
hopefully those who have some 
interest in· joining the team 
would do so seeing the spirit and 
determination of the team. The 
men's first meet is on Feb. 1 at 
Holy Crdss College. 
Y01JR FIRsT STEP 
TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE YOU 
COULD TAKE THIS S1JMMER. 
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. I~~ exciting 
anditmaybeyourlastopporturu.tytograd-
uate with an Army Officer's commission. 
I 
IBMYBOTC 
TIE SMllTEST COWGE 
COUISE YOU CD TUE. 
FIND OUT MORE. CO~ACT: 
. STONEHILL COL.LEGE ARMY ROTC 
STUDENT UNION BUILDING AM 2 
(617) 238•1081·EXT. 365 
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BSC Scorebo~rd 
Men's Basketball 
BSC 79 Upsala 68 
Kean College 99 BSC 84 
BSC 91 Westfield State 75 
U-Mass/Boston 86 Bsc 81 
BSC 82 Framingham State 72 (OT) 
North Adams State 78 BSC 7 4 
SMU81 BSC74 
BSC 93 Worcester State 66 
Over the past month the Men's team 
has posted a 4-4 record matching their 
pre-break record and bringing their 
overall record to 7-8. 
Women's Basketball 
BSC 67 Westfield State 59 
BSC 63 U-Mass/Boston 38 
BSC 77 FrarrJngham State 59 
BSC 67 North Adams State 22 
SMU69 BSC58 
W. Connecticut State 60 BSC 45 
BSC 61 Worcester State 49 
The Women's team had a 5-2 record 
over the past month bringing their 
overall record to a solid 10-5. 
Upcoming Games 
Men's Basketball 
at Nichols College Jan. 26 
at Salem State Jan. 28 
at Fitchburg State Jan. 31 
Wrestling 
at Southern Conn. Jan 28 
at Trinity College Jan. 30 
Women's Basketball 
at Salem State Jan. 28 
11.t Fitchpurg State Jan. 31 
Swimming 
MIT/Salem home fa. .. '1. 28 1 :00 
Gymnastics 
Salem State home Jan 28 3:00 
MEN'S LACROSSE CLUB 
I 
Meeting Wednesday Febuary 1,1989, at 3:1_5 PM, in the Gym 
Lobby. All returning players and interested newcomers must 
attend this meeting. Topics to be discussed include: Start of 
practice,Game.schedule, Team expenses, Uniforms and Dues. 
-·· 
--
Lady Bears beat out Worcester State 
Womens Basketball racks up some solid numbers 
By Tom Magee 
Comment staff 
Last Tuesday evening the 
Bridgewater State Lady Bears 
posted a 61-49 win over the 
Worcester State Lancers 
continuing their winning ways 
and bringing their overall record 
to 10-5 and their MAS-CAC 
record to a perfect 4-0 record. 
This game was the first in a 
series of five straight games 
against MASCAC opponents and 
a good showing in these games 
will help the team to earn a berth 
in either the ECAC or NCAA 
playoffs. 
The high scorer for Bridgewater 
was forward Lynn Malkasian who 
shot seven of twelve free throws 
scoring fourteen points on the 
evening, she is averaging over 
eleven points for the fifteen 
games leading the team, she also 
had two offensive and four 
defensive rebounds. Forward 
Katrina Antonellis kept her point 
average by scoring eleven points 
on the evening and also got six 
rebounds, one offensive and five 
-- -defensive~ · Defensivley, Connie 
De Vries led the team with seven 
rebounds, one offensive and six 
defensive, she was also the third 
leading scorer with ten points on 
the evening • · 
Forward Liane Bachant 
continued her strong perfonnance 
of the last few games with eight 
points and two rebounds. Patricia 
Comeau and Lisa Wienburg also 
had good games, each scoring 
four points, Comeau getting four 
rebounds and Weinburg getting 
three. Laura Bellot and Winne 
McGany rounded out the scoring 
for the team, Bellot getting four 
points and McGarry two. 
Worcester State had only two 
players in double figures, Gayle 
Wall ace with thirteen and Ann 
Rivers with eleven. Rivers lead 
all players with nine rebounds for 
the game but could not help her 
team who could only manage 
twenty-six rebounds in total 
while Bridgewater had forty. 
The Women's Team continues 
on their hot streak. This win 
brol;:e a two game. losing streak 
the last of which was a very 
dissapointing 60~145 loss to 
Western Connecticut College on 
January 21. The team has also 
outscored their opponents so far 
this season 964-87 5 and out 
rebounded them 565-480. With 
solid numbers like these it i~ 
easy to predict that the team is on 
its way to another strong season. 
The teams next opponent is 
Salem State College on this 
Saturday, January 28 at 6pm. 
Qymnasts lose second meet 
ByTomMagee 
Comment staff 
The Bridgewater State 
Gymn,astics Team record dropped 
to 0-2 with their loss to the 
University of Bridgeport last 
Sunday January 22. The first 
meet of the season was lost to 
:MIT on Tuesday January 17. 
The MIT meet was actually a 
very good one for the team. their 
total score was better than last 
years best and the team recieved a 
record breaking perfonnance from 
outstanding freshman Heather 
"sViedis. Swedis bioke the 
previous best score on the uneven 
bars of 8.50 with an outstanding 
8.70 and also set a new all around 
mark of 32.95, better than. the old 
score by .90. . 
The meet at Bridgeport was not 
as close for the team even though 
they only fell 6.95 points short 
of their previous mark the 
Bridgeport team scored 174.45, 
thirty points better than the 
Bridgewatel' team. 
The next meet is scheduled for 
this Saturday at ~pm here 
in the Kelly. Gymnasium. 
«Another two for Bridgewater: Lynn Malkasian, leading scorer for the Lady Bears, puts up 
another shot on the Western Conn Warriors. But to no avail, as the Lady Bears lost a 
heartbreaking 60-45 garPe last Saturday. (staff photo by Debra Wlllls) 
Swimmers' fight tough odds Sean Carey 
named to By Tom Magee 
Commellt staff 
are actually up, from last year's 
low of six, to eighteen members 
this year. Injuries and illnesses 
The B.S.C. swim team is have sidelined a few and that has 
showing great detennination by not helped the tough schedule 
fighting . injuries, low numbers they face; but they think they 
and a tough schedule this year. will get on the winning track 
Both the men's and women's very soon because of their depth 
teams resumed training for their and determination. 
se.cond semester despite the delay Their zero win, three loss 
in the reopening of the pool. · record does not show how hard 
Because of maintenance work the . women's team ·has been 
done during the semester break, · trying and they anticipate more 
the teams. were forced to use a · success as they match up better 
school pool in Middleboro so · against their -. opponents this 
their schedule was not disrupted semester. 
too severely. Captains Stephanie ·Kozowyk 
The women's team numbers and Denise Murphy -~ead the 
women's team along with 
veterans J oAnne Anderson, 
Heather Lambert, and Cathy 
Surgue. · 
Top freshmen include· Brooke 
Burgess, diver Tara Dolan, Erin 
Lane., Michelle Mackin,. and. 
Heather Weldon. Adding depth 
are freshmen Nicole Collette, 
Lauren Lee, Laura Payne, 
Michelle Peterson, Karen Saliba, 
and Kerri Toler. 
Upperclasswomen_ giving the. 
team strength include Julie 
Knibbs and Deanna Towns. 
The team is confident that they 
will have ·good meets against 
·cont. on p. 15 
Basketball honor roll 
Bridgewater's Sean Carey was from the field. He also snared 
recently named to the ECAC 32 rebounds and dished out 11 
Division III Basketball Honor assists on the week. So· far this 
Roll for his outstanding ·season, Carey is averaging 
perfonnance during the week of . 16.2 points per game and 7 .5 
January 8-14. During that time rebounds. 
the BSC Bears (6-7) were 2-1 Carey is a graduate of 
on the week with wins over '.Bridgewater-Raynham High· 
Westfield State (91-75), School where he excelled in 
Framingham State (82-72, 1 bOth basketball and soccer. He 
. OT). while losing a close . is presently studying Physical 
decision to UMass-Boston •Education at Bridgewater State. (86--81). 'He is the son of Donald and 
The 6'3" junior forward scored i Joanne Carey of Bridgewater, 
66 points while shooting 59% : MA. 
